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whispering of finishing the era of sanction over the economy of Iran is heard, as they said the 
market of industry of oil and gas of Iran is considered as one of the appetizing centers of 
absorbing the joint capital and co-operations with  private section which is waiting for new 
partners to take effective steps in the arena of oil products. 

The agreement which is supposed to be signed between Iran and western countries will make 
it possible for Iran, regardless of the issue of sanctions,to promote its position in the global 
market of energy.  

At the moment petrochemical centers have been successful to use the capitals of private and 
non –Governmental sections to keep their stands in the global markets .this is done while it is 
anticipated that during one week after the agreement , Iran could enhance its production up to 
four hundred thousands barrels per day . and in a time less than 9 months, in other words the 
second season of 2016 , Iran would increase its production up to the era of before sanction 
,means one million barrels per day . 

The preserved oil of Iran can provide  and add daily 300 barrels in the global market 

In 3 to 4 months after the final agreement ,while in the section of oil products consist of petro- 
chemistry Iran can  noticeably promote its status . 

we must not forget that Iran enjoys  the fourth proved reservoir of oil and second rich 
reservoir of gas in the world, and by finalizing the agreement and abolishing the sanctions, 
returning the big foreign companies to Iran will be started by oil companies. 

Iran a country with a population of 80 millions and enjoying rich natural sources is a 
charming location for enterprise. But the presence of legal obstacles can make problems in 
common co-operations between Iranian and foreign companies. Among European countries 
,Germany and Italy shows a lot of eagerness for being present in the market of Iran ,this is 
while they are preparing their offices .Removing the legal obstacles in Iran can promote 
Iranian investors and companies to co-operate with global markets. 

The presence of Iranian companies and investors in the exhibiting productions in the global 
markets, using the universal experiences acquired through the foreign companies attended in 
Iranian markets are among the issues that can drive Iranian motor faster and quicker towards 
approaching their goals and aims. 

Considering the above  matters and through absorbing foreign capitals and using policies 
based on laws which would not bothering we can make Iran as a reliable region for  providing 



energy. We must not forget that the market of investing on oil and gas products of Iran have 
natural advantages comparing the regional rivals . 

  

 

 


